
A long-tailed,
four-legged pest
that bites and
spreads disease.



These six-legged
pests crawl and
spread disease.



A six-legged pest
that eats wood.



A plant that
makes you itch.



The larva of this
winged insect
eats wool.



This pest looks
like a snail without
his house.



These pests live
on cats and dogs.



This flying insect
bites and spreads
disease.



These pests
live in your hair
and make your
head itch.



It won’t hurt
you, but this
unwelcome plant
grows in your
yard and garden
where you
don’t want it.



A red and black
insect that eats
the bugs that
eat plants.



A web-footed
animal that lives
in a pond and
catches insects
with its tongue.



This flying animal
has fur instead of
feathers; it likes
to eat insects.



A mouse hunter
that says, “whooo.”



The wood from
this tree is often
used to repel
moths.



This 8-legged
creature spins a
web to catch
flying insects.



This flying insect
with long wings
and a skinny
body can eat as
many as 1,000
mosquitoes a day.



These scraps of
food will attract
pests, if you leave
them on the table
after you eat.



Too small for us
to fit into, but
pests like to
hide in these
little places.



A way to leave a
pest homeless.



Fixing this will
keep pests from
getting a drink.



A way to keep
insects from
flying through
the window.



The three things
that a pest needs
to live.



Creepy, crawly
pests can walk
right into the
house because
of this.



While walking
your dog, do
this to keep
away pests.



If you leave
these lying around,
pests will hide
in them.



Outside in the
yard, this is where
pests can get a
drink and where
mosquitos like to
lay their eggs.



If you don’t want
pests, always wash
these after you eat.



You put your
garbage here, but
if you don’t want to
attract pests, be sure
to cover them with
a lid and to empty
them often.



If you put this
behind stoves
and refrigerators,
it will help
control roaches.



This machine cuts
grass and weeds.
It also eliminates
a hiding place
for snakes and
other pests.



A sticky way to
catch flies.



This gadget
snaps shut when
the mouse takes
the bait.



A gardening tool
to dig weeds.



A long-handled
tool to swat
flying insects.



A poison that
kills pests.



A safe place to
buy a pesticide.



A place where
you should never
buy a pesticide.



Something that
must always be
read carefully and
followed by the
grownup who uses
a pesticide.



Containers where
pesticides should
never be put.



There should be
one of these on
any place where
pesticides are
stored, to prevent
accidental
poisoning.



Someone too
young to know
that pesticides
and traps are
dangerous.



Someone old
enough to know
better than to play
with pesticides, but
too young to use
them safely.



Someone who can
use a pesticide.



Pesticides should
never be stored
here, within
reach of children
and pets.



Fresh foods that
should always be
washed before
eating.



Something bad
that can happen
when a pesticide
is misused.



Where to call
if a pesticide is
swallowed.



These animal
friends at home
can be hurt by
pesticides.



A pirate sign that
also means poison.



If you ever
get pesticides
splashed on you,
do this as soon
as you can.



A sticker that
you can put on
pesticides to warn
children that they
should never eat or
drink what’s
inside; it tastes
awful.



A sign that means
you should not
enter.



A kind of pesticide
that should never
be used inside the
house.


